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My normal point
intelligence ≠ humanlike

intelligence is just one ordinary trait of many

implies some things like animacy, but not others 
like moral agency

Today’s point
conscious ≠ humanlike

consciousness is just one trait of many

implies some things like intelligence, but not 
others like moral agency



“Roadmap for Conscious Machines”
Arrabales et al 2009

1. (-1) Disembodied

1. (0) Isolated

1. Decontrolled

2. Reactive

3. Adaptive

4. Attentional

5. Executive

6. Emotional

7. Self-conscious

8. Empathic 

9. Social

10. Human-like

11. Super Conscious



“Roadmap for Conscious Machines”
Arrabales et al 2009

1. (-1) Disembodied

1. (0) Isolated

1. Decontrolled

2. Reactive       Sensing to action:  intelligence

3. Adaptive      Learns

4. Attentional  Unconsciousness is more conscious



“Roadmap for Conscious Machines”
Arrabales et al 2009

5. Executive             multiple goals (unconscious 2)

6. Emotional            “human like” (??X)

7. Self-conscious       knows about self

8. Empathic              knowledge (k) of others

9. Social                   k of other’s k of self

10. Human-like          use info. tech. to extend mind

11. Super Conscious  multiple streams



What does ‘consciousness’ 
really mean?

How can we know what words mean?
Hypothesis:  a word’s meaning is no 
more or less than how it is used.

Implies meaning of ‘woman’ includes 
‘unlikely to be a programmer’

(Quine 1969)(Quine 1969)

(Caliskan, Bryson, & 
Narayanan 2017)



• If you use ‘consciousness’ to mean moral 
agent, then it implies moral agency.

• Redundant, doesn’t facilitate negotiation.

• If you use ‘consciousness’ to mean self 
aware, then computers are more conscious 
than humans.

• No implications for moral subjectivity.

Bryson, “Consciousness Is Easy But Learning Is 
Hard”, The Philosophers’ Magazine, 2004.



• If you use ‘consciousness’ to mean the feeling we 
have when we experience things we can later 
describe explicitly.

• Now we can have useful and interesting 
conversations about why and when you’re 
conscious.

• My hypothesis:  This qualia is associated with 
inhibition (slowing) of action selection while we 
update abstract (hippocampal) representations of 
our predictive models, triggered by uncertainty  = 
failures of prediction.

Bryson, “A role for consciousness in action selection”, 
International Journal of Machine Consciousness”, 2012.



My Definition…

• Explains why we associate consciousness 
with moral subjectivity.

• Language is largely an explicit phenomenon, 
allows negotiation of new equilibria = 
cooperation.

• Human justice is an encoding of our 
cooperative equilibria, almost entirely about  
consciously-influenced actions.



Moral Actions Do Not 
Require Moral Agency
• More on Saturday but…

• Animals may be moral agents of families, 
but not human society – cannot defend 
themselves in courts of law.

• Robots could potentially defend themselves, 
but cannot safely be built to be deterred by 
human justice, and certainly aren’t 
necessarily so (try jailing an iphone.)

Bryson, “Paitency Is Not a Virtue”, Ethics of 
Information Technology”, 2018 (soon!).



For millions of years, intelligence, consciousness, 
moral agency, language, morality and divinity have been 
(seen as) correlated.

Correlation ≠ Causation

Bidan Huang teasing Aude Billard’s robot at EPFL

Huang, Li, Souza, Bryson, 
& Billard, IROS 2016.

Concepts evolve –
evolutionary process may 
confound correlated 
meanings.
One project of philosophy 
is reducing such confusion. 


